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ABSTRAeT

The formation of thick piles of flysch-like sediments needs the existence of narro
wed seas, active denouement of neighbouring continents and generaHzedmarginal
subsidence. These .conditions are present during the initial and fina'l stages of Wilson's
perceptive cycle. In this context, the Late Precalmbrian flysch of the Iberian Massif
must be related to the initial rifting, whilst theCulm of southwestern Iberia was accu
mulated dur,ing an episode of Upper Palaeozoic subduction that remained active after
impingement of Iberia against North America. Culm sediment~ shed from the uplifted
collision zone and fed into a remnant ocean that remained at.> the nonsutured southern
border of Iberia. This ·model of synorogenic flysch formation has been described else
where for similar plate arrangements.

On other grounds this model provides a framework that explains the different
structural and mag'matic trends of the Ossa-Morena Zone (near the a'ctive margin) in the
context ,of the rest of the Massif (basement reactivation). In addition to this, it seems
to support a partly primary origin for the Iberian arc versus a secondary origino

RE S U M E N

Para la formación de potentes series de tipo flysch es necesaria 'la existencia de
áreas marinas estrechas, ·Ia denudación a,ctiva de los continentes que las rodean y
subsidencia generalizada en las 'márgenes. Estas condiciones se cumplen en ,las tases
iniciales y finales del ciclo de Wilson. En este sentido, el flysch precámbrico superior
de'l Ma'cizo Ibérico corresponde a la fase inicial de apertura, mientras el Culm de la
zona Surportuguesa está relacionado con un proceso de subduc'ción que perm'ane·ció
activo después de ·Ia colisión de las placas ibérica y norteamericana. La zona de coli
sión corresponde a,l área madre de los depósitos del Culm, los cuales se acumularon
en un área oceánica residual situada en el borde no suturado de la placa ibérica. Este
modelo de formación de flysch sinorogénico ha sido utilizado anteriormente para otras
áreas con si!m'ila,r disposición de placas.

Por otra parte, este modelo permite explicarla diferencia de ,las estructuras y el
magmatismo de la zona Ossa-Morena (situada junto a una ma.rgen activa) frente a las
estructuras y el magmatismo del resto del ·Macizo (zona de reactivación cortical). Ade
más este modelo parece favorecer la hipótesis de un origen primar,io para el Arco
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INTRODUCTION

One of the most interesting features of the Iberian Massif is the subs
tantial difference between its northern -and southern halves. This diffe
rence is most marked when one considers the occurrence at the southern
border of a voluminous Carboniferous flysch (theCulm of the Iberian
Pyrite Belt) that does not have its counterpart in the northern border.
In current geotectonic models for the Iberian Massif these differences
have not been emphasized and have even been understimated, describing
the Iberian HercyniHn Belt as a doüble-vergence ,chain, in Auboin's terms.

This paper deals with the possible geotectonic connection of this
Carboniferousflysch with respect to the rest of the Massif. In this con
text, a ,model is proposed here in order to conoiliate the structural and
mag'matic fpatterns of the Galicia-'Castile central zone with those of the
more' «external» zones. Constrahlts due to the general arrangement of
the Hercynian Belt and its trasatlantic e!.<tensions, have been taken into
account in order to define the possible plate arrangement for the Iberian
Massif.

It has been stressed elsewhere (Vegas, 1978) that the Iberi,an Massif
-that is, the Hercynian Be·lt of Iberia- formed párt of a long-lived Atlan
tic-type continental margin whose evolution ended with H compressive,
deformational periodo During this evolution two main periods of flyseh
deposition can be distinguished in contradition with the classic bearing
of flysch as orogenic sedi,ments. The older flysh-like sediments of the
Iberian Massif correspond to the early stages of the above-mentioned
ma~gin, whilst the younger ones can be attributed to ocean vanishing stag·e
that ended the Variscan ,orogenic ·cycle.

For the ,purpose of this paper, a concise history of the sedimentary
tectonic ·evolution has been reviewed inorder to settle the final, coeval
proc·esses as huge turbidite ,deposition' and the for'mation o.f high-strain
zones and 'massive .granite intrusions.

SEDIMENTARV EVOLUTION OF THE IBERIAN MASSIF TO THE MAIN HER·
CVNIAN DEFORMATION.

Briefly, this evolution may be related to that of along-lived passive
marg1in that started, with the drifting· apart ofNorth Ameri·ca and Eurasia
at some 850 M.y. B.P., this age being fixedafter the 'commencement of
the miogeocHne deposits of the eastern coast of the United States (Ste
wart, 1976).

In this sense, Late Precambrian sediments of the «European»margin
must also record the early stages of the new distensive (sedimentary)
zone created after the Grenville evento

An outline evolution of this margin, on the basis of Iberian data, can
Ibe 'expressed in the following successive stages: 1) Formation of flysch
like sediments [Narcea,Serie Negra, part of the Xisto-iGrauvaquico com
plex etcetera) during the juvenile stage of the nlargin in Late Precam
brian times; 2) Platform sedimentation due to the formation of a vast shelf-
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rise couple on which shallow-w.ater facies werelaid down during Cam
brian and Ordovioian times; 3) Broadening of the oceanic area with a con
siderable amount of dee1per facies deposited on the stretched rise during
Silurian times.

AII these three ·chapters o·f the pre-orogenic history of the Iberian
Massif can be easily related to an 'inactive margin evolution, including
intermediate disturbances. Stages 1 represents the sedimentation on a
zone of strong subsidence bounded by extent continental areas of 'Iow
relief where denoue'ment was nevertheless active. This environment con
curs with those described by Bott (1976) for the juvenile phase of a
continental Imargin. ·During this initial stage a narrow trough, created by
rifting, ·collected debris from the neighbouring mainlands, the huge VQ

lume of sediiments being caused by active and continuous subsidence by
brittle fracture in the up'per part ot the Crust and possible mass transfer
in thelower part, and this initial, strong subsidence may .continue unless
a change in the plate arrangement does occur (Bott, 1976). This change
in subsidence is reflected in themixtite- or dyamictite-like sediments
situated at the top of the Late Precambrian series ofCentra~1 Spain. These
s·ediments point to strong block-faulting at the end of Late Precambrian
tlmes, coinciding with worldwide Pan-African disturbances (Imajor chan
ges in world plate arrangement). These Pan-A:frican distur,bances are re
flected in Iberia 'by epeirogenic ,movements that ,cause local fault scarps
and troughs on wh:ich mixtites werelaid down. The sedimentary features
of these caotic deposits ·Iead them to compare to the Al turbidite facies
of !Mutti and Ricci-:Lucchi's (1975) model and hence to supose a depositio
nal me'chanism by debris fiow, mudflow and teetonic control. At this point,
the author would emphasize that StHle's diastrophic phases must be taken
with ·cau1:ion since they can 'mean merely vertical or epeirogenic ·move
ments inside the plates, where no true -molasse deposits or pervasive
deformation structures are to be found.

Stage 2, as above mentioned, corresponds to a new picture of this
margin, that comprises theCambrian up to the latest-Ordovician time in
terval, during which a broad shelf was growing up. This shelf lis typified
by uniform facies that ,covered all the margin (Armorican Quartzite, Caly.
mene shales and so on) and by the development of a Bahamian-type car
bonate bank in Lower 'Cambrian ti·mes. Perhaps as an inherited Late Pre
cambrian feature, the margin was divided ¡nto two bas'ins or syneclises
by an intermediate threshold or anteclise that .coincides with the so-called
«Ollo-de-Sa/po» Anticline. This central anteolise (Vegas, 1978) played an
!mportant role in the low-Palaeozoic sedimentation (diferences between
the ¡carbonate bankin both syneelises) and during Sardic disturbances
that acted again as epeirogenic movements inside the Iberian margino
These disturbances are marked by an unconformity that separates \Middle
Up'per Tre,madooian clastics from the LowerCambrian or Late Precam
brian in the oceanwards syneclise. This unconformity overstepped the cen
tral Ollo-de-Sapo swell and was diluted within the Imonotonous Middle
Cambrian to ,Arenigian ,.clastic series laid down on the Asturian-Leonese
(Iandwards) basin.
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The end of these Sardicmovements is reflected by the widespread
forma'Non of the Armori,ean Ouartzite that eoveredall the margin except
the outer border, the Ossa-Morena Zone, whereinstead of shallow-water
sediments, deeper facies were laid down, pointing to the further plate
margin established at the end of the Silurian times (Vegas and Muñoz,
1976). Another speci,al realm during the Ordovician sediimentation was
situated within the Astur-Leonese ·basin,where a deep trough collected
turbidites of mid-upper-Ord'ovician age (IMarcos, 1973). This late realm
ought to be 'matched to intraplate instability in the context of Caledonian
crustal activity.

Stage 3 of the evolution above outlined, corresponds to the uniform
S!iluri,an sedimentationalongside the margin. This unifor,mrate of subsi
dence and sedimentation can be fairly related to crusta'l downwarping in
a mature Atlantie-type margin. The Silurian strata of the Iberian margin
rest by 'means of a slight unconformity on the upper beds of the Ashgi,1I
that show in several sites tllloid-like features as in the northern part of
the Ar,morican Massif (Robardet and Vegas, in preparation). This uncon
formity appears to be more relevant towards the continental border of
the margin (L e. the Cantabrian zone) where Silurian strata lie on the
lowest Ordovieian beds, the Armori,ean Ouartzite (Julivert et. aL, 1973).
Bearing in 'mind these Silurian sedimentary conditions, it 'is possible to
envisage a broad, stable margin displayin·g a flat topography, though so
me slight irregularities in the Central Galicia-'Northern Portugal area
announced the luplift and erosion that occurred during Devonian times,
and the start of the plate uncoupling at the margin boundary.

SEDIMENTATION AND TECTONISM DURING THE OROGENIC STAGE Of
THE IBERIAN MARGIN.

After a dilated time interva.1 during which the I,berian miogeoclinal
pile was built up, the margin was converted into an active or Pacifie-type
margin and hence become a consuming plate boundary. This changeover
must have occurred at the end of Silurian times and subsequent,ly the
margin underwent a compressive regime that caused the progressive
obliter,ation of the iPaleozoic ocean between America ,and; Europe after
Caledonian suture. The problem is how the ultimate stage of this oblite
ration can be envisaged, Le. thecon1:'inent-contin~ntcollision that origi
nated the most part of the Iberian Herynian orogenic belt.

The Her-eynian belt of Europe has been explained in terms of conti
nental collision, basement reactivation, and -subsequent venishing of the
so-called Rheie oeean, by Dewey and Kidd (1974), Dewey ·and Burke (1973)
and Burke et al. (1977). Several new aspectscan be added to this colli
si'on outline if the tate Precambrian and Palaeozoic geology of Iberia is
taken into ·8ccount ,at a more detailed level. In the author's point of view,
the ,main fact to be included into the Iberian collisional ;model, is the
coexistence of a broad zone of 'basame·nt reactivation, including the most
part of the IberianMassif, and a relativelynarrow zone that can ,be rela·
ted to subduction ¡processes. 80th zonescan be used to deN'mite the
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orogenic activity of Iberia during 'Carboni,ferus ti,mes. To arrive at this
Carboniferus picture, 'it is possible to envisage a -complex plate margin
evolution that started in early-Devonian with the -convers1ión into active
margino The igeometry of a convergent 'plate boundary may lead the coe
xistence of different geotectonic proce~ses at the same plate 'margin
(Dewey, 1976, fig. 1). Th.us an arch-shaped marginlike the Iberian one,
may providean «early» impactat the salient (the Ibero-Armorican pro
montory) whUst subduction and its e'ffectsmay continue at the entrant
(the southern Iber'ian e·m'baye'ment) (fig. 1).

With regard to this plate~margin evolution, some aspects related to
the Devonian sedi'mentationcan be eXiplained. Outcrops ofD'evonian stra
ta are scarce inside the central part of the Massif whi'lst Devonian sedi
ments were fed into a ·basin developed towards the Cantabrian zone.
Disturbances in the Devonian sedimentation as non depositios or subs
tantial erosion can be interpreted as premonitory upHfts within the active
mar,gin, whereas the absence of Devonian sediments that starved the
trench-arc area, is due to the processes of self-destruction of conver'gent
margins involved in a collision evento Notwisthanding the Devonian accre
tionary pris,m was .conserved at the non sutured part of themargin in
southern Iberia. Other areas of Devonian (and ;Carboniferous) sedimenta
tionwere .provided at the rear of the preserved ,active margin (Terena and
Pedroches synclines, the latter being fitted to a distens1ive area).

By introducing this plate arrangement, it is also possible to explain
ather features like :mag'matism and defor,mation in order to justify the
model of collision and simultaneous subduction pro'posed here.

On large scale maps of the Iberian Peninsula the Hercynian granites
appear to begrouped in two main zones. T'he northern one embraces ex
tensive areas of coalescent bodies from GaHcia to the Gredos and Gua
darrama 'ranges. On the other hand the southern comprises elongated
granitic plutons that draw out preferred lines or belts, like the Pedroches
batholith, theBurguillos axis and so on. This :merely geometric division
has a genetic ori,gin. So the Galicia-Castilegranites have been '¡'nterpre
ted as cchimalayan» ones, whilst the southern ones correspond to «andean»
granites ('Ca;pdevila et all., 1973). The 'Iatter were also included in a sub
duction scheme for the Iberian 'Massif by Vegas andMuñoz (1976) with
respect to volcanicityand ,metamorphis·m in the Ossa-Morena and South
Portuguese zones. In this context, the granites of northwestern and central
Spain can be attributed to a collision event that provided an abnormal
thickening of the 'Crust enough to cause partial melting of the ·Iower
levels as the origin of the late- Hercynian 'granites, whose shallow em
placement masks early structures andmakes the ·most impressive featu
re bearing in mind its widespread extensión.

Figure 2, taken from 'Cap:iteand Vegas (1977), depicts the relationhip
schematicallyamong the granites related to the subduction real,mand
those re'lated to the·collision one. Theabnormal thickening of the Crust
rnay be explained as result of ,a syste'm of crustal thrusts, one of the·m
being the major Berzosa Fault that shows a .clear relationship with the
occurrence of kyanite bearing rocks along it fCapite et al. 1977). The
values of K20 ratio and radiometric ages of granites 'in Southern Iberia
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(fig. 3) point to a certain polarity that supports themodel here presented.
In the same way the NW-SE trending parallel metamorphic belts of the
Ossa-Morena zone (p. e. Vegas and Muñoz, 1976) can be interpreted,
whilst the regional metamorphis·m of the more central areasmust be
caused by the therma'l event thatgave rise to the huge mag1ma intrusions
and hence ,must be assumed to the collision above outlined. 'Notwithestan
ding it must be pointed out that early magmatic and metamo~phic events
were destroyed in the collision realm.

With regard to deformational processes, several aspects appear to be
relevant in the duality of subduction and collision. The southernmost part
of the Massi,f has been described as an active imargin that caused the
structures of the entire Massif (Bard et al., 1973). A·lthough the southern
border can 'be related to a frontal subduction during ·Iate-Palaeozoic times,
the ¡majority of the Mass'if does not represent in any way the result of
an Andean-type orogen. On the contrary, the Galicia-Castile high-strain
zone ,must be attributed to ·collisional events that caused tectonic trans
port towards an «exogeosyncline)) instalated in the present-day Asturian
region. This transport originated the decollement tectonics and nappe
emplace,ment of the 'C'antabrian zone described by JuJtivert (1971). The
progression of the convergence ,after the frontal collision produced major
crustal shortening and subsequent basement reactivation. iMeanwhile sub
duction persisted at the southern border and the sedimentary prism was
accreted at those plate margin that formed a synthetic belt.

Occupyng an intermediate position a low-strain area can be distin
guished in the eastern part of the East Lusitanian-Alcudian zone. This
moderately deformed zone underwent in a much weaker way the influen
ces of both collision and subduction processes because of its distance
fro'm thecollisional front and the subduction zone.

The relationshi1ps ,among these zones are depi'cted in figure 4, that
shows also the different cross-se·ctions that characterize them.

The tlming of these orogenicevents can be ·established only by means
of indirect data. The start of the subduction or uncoupling can be fixed
as early-Devonian all along the margin, 'including the zone destroyed during
terminal collision. This date may be inferred .from the discontinuity or
absence af Devonian strata in the Galician area and the developrnent of
an exogeosincline towards the Cantabrian zone. These may attest to an
upl ift that announces. the former elevated area whic became a source
area during Carboniferous times.

In a si,milar way the com,mencement of the colJ.ision may be related
to the early stages of nappe for,mation in Cantabria. The movement of
the nappes has been estimated by Julivert (1971) as intra-Westfalianand
this movement may ensue the crustal shortening by collision. On the
basis o,f this nappe emp'lacement, collision may have oe-curred at least
iin late-iD·evonian, as collisionaleffects m!grated towards the interior of
the Iberian plate. The age of the first main phase o:f defor'mation, respon
sible for recumbent folds and 'flat cleavage, may correspond also to these
mid- to early-Devonian times.

With regard to the South Portuguese zone, the defor,mation started
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in mid-Westfalian and early Hercynian phases correspond to continuous
sedimentation.

As for deformational processes, the intrusion of Hercynian granites
may be matched to the above-mentional scheme. So the «gneissic» «gra
nites» of Northwestern Iberia have been dated as 340 10 m.y. B.P.; the
«older granites» (non defor'med) yield an age of 298 10 m.y. and the
«younger granites» have been dated as 280 10 m.y. (Priem et aL, 1970).
The gneissic granites must record the ear'ly stages of ,collision as remnants
of the destroyed active margin segment, and the «older» and «younger»
postdate the late deformation phases, pointing to twomain periods of
intrusion that culminated the uplift and reactivation of the basement at
the end of Carboniferous times.

In the non-coll'isional segment the' age the granites suggests the activi
ty of the subduction zone. The ages of different granite bodies have been
plotted on the figure 3. Desipite the few data available, a certain polarity
can be envisaged and the difference between the « basement reactivation»
granites and the «subduction» granites is also outlined.

The end of the Hercyniancompressive events ,may be fixed as the
start of themolasse stage of the chain. This molasse stage corresponds
to Stephanian and Permian sediments that starved faut-bounded basins
that became clearly continental grabens or semi-grabens in Autunian
times.

GEOTECTONIC SETTING Of THE CARBONIFEROUS SEDIMENTATION IN
THE IBERIAN MASSIF

The above-mentioned plate arrangement leads a speculative picture
to be drawn in which continuous fylsch sedimentation on the South Ibe
rian embayement is coeval with uplift and erosion in the Ibero-Armorican
arch-shaped promontory. This picture is completed by the development
of an exogeosyncline towards the stable fore-Iand and by the ill defined
but possible conservative plate margin that can salve the southeastern
border of the chain (fig. 5).

This reconstruction, in the author's opinion, Imay be useful in the
explanation of the different Upper Carboniferous sedimentation zones.
In this context, the Carboniferous sediments can be grouped in four realms.
Among these the zone that collected the major amaunt of sediments was
the southern active segment on which a voluminous subduction complex
were laid down. There the sediments are made up of 'Culm facies that
can be subdivided in the following lithofacies: a) Greywackes and quart
zites, with volcanic and igneous clast debr¡is" b) dark shales, c) coarse
grained greywackes, with clast of granite and still metamorphosed shales,
d) conglomerates containing crystaline boulders. Lecolle (1977) has des
cribed a shallow marine environment for these deposits on the basis of
the intesity of marine curents, ripple-marks, load-cast etcetera. Sorne
fluviarile influences have been also described as well as preferred «ocean
wards» subsidence or sagging. Thesé sedimentary features plus the sub
duction ,arrays lead the present author to place the Iberian Culm above
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a subduction zone whose arc-trench gap reached a considerable magni
tude. This plate arrangement provides a. framework that explains the huge
accumulation of sediments on the shallow-water environment situated
between the trench and the e,merged border of the chain. It has been
established that the formation of thick ¡piles of flysch-type sedi:ments
needs the existence of narrow, ,maine, subsiding troughs bordered by
upliftedcontinental areas providing continuous flow debris. These condi
tions are the most favorable when considering the model above outlined
{fig. 5). In this sense the wedge-shaped oceanic area collected the debris
shed from the collisional, uplifted area that underwent continuous and acti
ve denouement. The flysch-like sediments starved the area comprise be
tween the trench and the arc-collision boundary. The composition of the
debris indicates an autocthonous origin as erosion of the arc volcanics and
an allocthonous origin as erosion of the reactivated basement (granitic
and metamorphic debris).

This model showsmany si:milarities with those des,cribed by Graham
et al. (1975) for other Palaeozoic flysch dispersal areas and based on the
present-day plate arrangement of the Hi,malayan-Bengal area. Neverthe
less the Iberian Clum can also be ,compared to the accretionary prism
of the Aleutian Arc with regard to the shallow formation and the conti
nental influence. This later feature can suggest the ex:istence ofmajor
streams descending from the uplands and providing fluviatile characte
ristics to the coarse-grained sediments. In this sense the convergence
patterns with the Aleutian sedimentation must be due to the neighbouring
continentallandmass and the rate of basinal subsidence.

The other area that collected agreat amount of Upper Carboniferous
sediments Hes far across the uplifted area (fig. 5) and constitutes an
exogeosyncline that evolved to a Stephanian molasse basin. There more
than 6000 m. of sediments were laid do-wn. The final stage of this basin
constitutes the 'Central Asturian coal basin. The source area of the sedi
ments was undoubtedly the reactivated terrains of the Galicia-CastHe
zone.

Other zones of Carboniferous sedimentation ,can be found within the
reactivated basement. The most important of them 'is the Pedroches realm
(fig. 5) that runs paranel to the Hercynian trends between the Guadalqui
vir Lineament and the Portuguese boundary, where it decreases inlength
and disappears. This zone :may be related to a back-arc distensive zone
that collectedCul:m-type sedi,ments. Several small intermontane basins
was also the site of Carboniferous paralic and limnic sedimentation; sorne
of them ,contain moderately deformed Westfalian strata resting unconfor
mable over Late Precambrian and early-Palaeozoic rocksin the Ossa-Mo
rena zone; the restare grabens infilled by coal bearing clastic series.
AII these intermontane basins point to the ultimate stages of the Hercy..
nian cycle.
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PLATE IMPLICATIONS Of THE IBERIAN CARBONIFEROUS SEDIMENTATION
MODEL

The model presented here has the advantage of conciliating the .tcolli
sion-subduction» ,main features and providing a rational plate frame for
the fourCarboniferous realms that can be distinguished in the Iberian
Massif.

Other features can be indirectly related to this model, although some
i'mprecisions, based on ¡JI defined data, can be argued.

The main fact stressed here is that Hercynian history of Western
Iberia may be expressed in terms of the evolution of a continental margin
in a com'plete W'ilson's cycle of opening and vanishing ocean. The com
plexities of the final stages of the margin are similar to those enhanced
by Dewey (1976) to explain the evolution of ancient margins.

Various alternative hypothesis can be proposed for other connected
features of the Hercynian chain, among them:

The South Portuguese zone ,may lie near a not fuJly sutured zone after
cessation of plate convergence. This can eX1plain the «oceanic gap» in
the recent reconstruction of the Atlantic fit by Le Pichon et al. (1977).

Another point of interest is what, if any, features of the suture zone
may now lie across the Atlantic. These features could be arc-shaped mag
netic ano,malies described by Lefort and Haworth (1977) in the continen
tal plateau of Newfoundland. These anomalies are clearly paraJlel to the
Iberian Arc and may be remnants of bas'ic rocks slqueezed inside the
suture zone. The 'connection of these features may com'plete the Hercy
nian loop between Europe and North America.

Another tentative hypothesis could be to relate the rounded ultrama
fic outcrops of Galicia and Northern Portugal with the suture zone Iying
westwards.

With respect to the shape of the Iberian plate prior to the main oro
genic events, this model seems to support the primary origin of the
Iberian promontory (as guessed by Matte and Ribeiro, 1975) rather than
a secondary origin (as supposed by Ries and Shackleton, 1976).

And finaly a further point of interest is to try to solve the problem
of the eastwards continuation of the Iberian Hercynian belt. In the plate
model presented here this boundary can be explained as a conservative
plate boundary ,connecting the Iberian subduction zone with a probable
subduction zone in the Tethys-Southern Europe orogenic zone.
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Fig. 1.-Thelate-Palaeozoic fold belt betwe·en Europe, North America andAfrica in a
pre-Triassic reconstruction. A: Ibero-Armorican promotory, B: Southern Iberianembayement
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Fig. 2.-Schematlc cross-section of southwestern Iberia showlng the relationshipamong subduction, granites and abnormal
thickening of tho crust. A: Before the ,third (ultimate) Hecyni an fold event; B: After the third H·ercynian folde1vent. Ornamen
tation: 1, volcanlcs of the Pyrite Belt; 2,maflcs; 3, porphyries; 4, granite-gneiss (Ordovician?) af the Badajoz-Cordoba axis:

5, lower crus zone with partial melting processes; 6, postectonic granitoe bodies. After Capote and Vegas (1977)
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Fig. 3.-Granitic and metamorphic alignements of the southern part of the Iberlan Massif.
After Capote and Vegas (1977), based on Aparicio et al. (1977), Bard and Fabriés (1970),

Carvalho (1971), Mendes et al. (1972), Penha ,and Arribas (1974)
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Fig. 4.-G:eotectonic divisions of the Iberian Massifrelated to ·a subductlon-coflislon
model. A: «Internal» zone of detached nappes (Cantabrian zone), B: High-strain zone
related to colrision (West Astur-Leonese plus GaHcia-Castile zone), C: Interm,edi.ate .Iow
strain zone (Easternmost part of the East lusitanian-Alcudian zone), D: High-strain zone
related chiefly to subduction (Ossa-Morena plus western pa.rt of the E. Lusit. Alcudian
zone) E: External zone aboye subduction (South Portuguese zone) In brackets, Lotze's

classi'c zones
Profil a) after Martinez Catalán ,et al. (1977), Marcos (1973) and Julivert (1971); e) aftar

Vegasand 'Muñoz (1976) ..
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Fig. S.-Conceptual model for flysch and molasse sedimentatlon in the Iberian plate
during Carboniferous tim,es. PB: Pedroches basin, lB: Inte,rmontane basins

Blased onamodel of flysch dispersal by Graham et al. (1975)
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